Summer School
AENEAS, EPoSS, INSIDE

Create impact by collaborative innovation!
For an autonomous and sustainable Europe

2022
24-25 November, Amsterdam
Organised by: AENEAS, EPoSS & Inside
Goals

• Target an international class of 40 students coming from the last year of undergraduate program (programs in EE or CS + other relevant adjacent fields, e.g. industrial engineering, physics, etc.)

• Inspiring the young generation to become professionals in the ECS ecosystem

• Expose the class to a series of inspiring lectures from industrial and RTO’s professionals who will cover the whole spectrum of the ECS value chain, engaged by the three associations
How

- Length 4 days
  - Technology
  - IC Design
  - Software
  - Integration and Systems
- First edition: End of August
- Location: https://www.ceub.it/?lang=en
- Selection of participants:
  - based on academic records / motivation letter / recommendation letters
  - Taking into account geographical and gender balance
- Universities to be reached:
  - 3A SC members + SINANO members
  - Other 3A members (via chamber B representatives)
Summer school “short-term roadmap”

• Agreement at 3A level by December
• Appointment of Steering Committee by January
• Identify rules for the selection process (early January)
• Set up a “back-office support” (early January)
  • Write invitation, define target universities, collect applications
  • Selection of participants
• Selection of Participants by April
• Selection of Speakers by April
Thank you!